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Abstract
Introduction: Physiologic and cognitive function in humans vary considerably with the circadian rhythm, which also regulates
the sleep cycle. Sleep is an active, repetitive and reversible behavior serving several different physiological functions. Medical
students are a unique group of young adults whose academic commitments and lifestyle can have an impact on their sleep habits.
Objectives: To evaluate day time sleepiness using Epworth sleepiness score among medical students.
Materials and Methods: The study population consisted of 130 first year MBBS students selected randomly based on their
consent. Data was collected with the help of Epworth sleepiness scale.
Results and Conclusion: The present study demonstrated the presence of excessive day time sleepiness among 45% of the
students. Since a strong relationship is evident between good sleep quality and high academic performance, measures to improve
the sleep quality among medical students need to be focused.
Keywords: Sleep deprivation, Day time sleepiness, Epworth sleepiness score, Medical students.

Introduction
Physiologic and cognitive functions in humans
vary considerably with the circadian rhythm, which also
regulates the sleep cycle.1 Sleep is an active, repetitive
and reversible behaviour serving several different
functions, such as repair and growth, learning or
memory consolidation, and restorative processes which
occur throughout the brain and the body.2,3 Measures of
health and well-being are strongly related to the quality
than to the quantity of sleep.
Sleepiness is defined as the inability or difficulty in
maintaining alertness during the major wake period of
the day, resulting in unintended lapses into drowsiness
or sleep and sleep deprivation is defined as obtaining
inadequate sleep to support adequate daytime
alertness.4 Sleep deprivation at varying occasions and
durations can substantially impair cognitive, and
emotional functions and recent evidences have
indicated an important relationship between sleep
patterns with learning abilities.1,5 Also sleep deprivation
is associated with impaired glucose metabolism and
relative insulin insensitivity, altered immune function,
suggesting that sleep may play important host defense
roles.6 Medical students are a unique group of young
adults whose academic commitments and lifestyle can
have an impact on their sleep habits.7 Many of them are
sleep deprived because they go to sleep late and wake
up for classes before adequate sleep is obtained.4 The
continuous academic demand, escalating level of stress
as well as the hectic schedule might be reason for
irregular sleep/wake patterns and poor sleep quality.8
Sleepiness can be an obvious consequence of sleep

deprivation, though it can be caused by other reasons,
most commonly sleep disorders.4 Evidences from
previous studies suggest inadequate sleep during night
is mostly associated with day time naps. Daytime
sleepiness is a major problem, exhibited by 50% of
college students compared to 36% of adolescents and
adults.9,10 It is an important clinical and public health
concern and can lead to significant decrease in quality
of life. Excessive daytime sleepiness is one of the
principal symptoms of sleep disturbances and is more
likely to occur in monotonous situations when alerting
stimuli are absent, and it is associated with increased
risk of accidents, such as when operating motor
vehicles or other machinery, decreased productivity,
and interpersonal problems.11,12 The severity of
sleepiness can be quantified subjectively using Epworth
sleepiness scale. The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is
a validated clinical tool widely used subjective method
for assessing day time sleepiness. It is simpler, cheaper,
and less time-consuming. It also attempts to measure
the general level of daytime sleepiness over a recent
period.13 The conceptual basis of the ESS involves a
four-process model of sleep and wakefulness.14
Numerous studies conducted within the past decade
have analyzed the deleterious effects of sleep
deprivation on medical staff in various medical as well
as surgical specialties.8 Napping in the lecture halls is
commonly observed among the medical students but
the prevalence rate of daytime sleepiness in this group
is less well documented. The few prevalence studies
available showed highly variable rates among college
or university students, from as low as 4.1% in Japanese
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graduate students15 to as high as 42.4% in Brazilian
medical school.16 Thus the present study is an attempt
to evaluate day time sleepiness using Epworth
sleepiness score among medical students PES Institute
of Medical sciences and Research (PESIMSR),
Kuppam, since this group are vulnerable to sleep
deprivation.
Materials and Methods
The present cross sectional study was carried out at
PESIMSR, Kuppam. The study population consisted of
130 first year MBBS students selected randomly based
on their consent. Students with chronic sleep disorders,
on medications for sleep disorders, on medications that
leads to sleep, alcohol consumption, drug abuse were
excluded. The ethical clearance was obtained from
Institution Ethics Committee. Data was collected with
the help of Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS), which is a
self-administered questionnaire having eight questions.
Here the students are asked to rate, on a 4-point scale
(0-3) their usual chances of dosing off while they are
engaged in eight different activities. Thus, the total
score of the ESS ranges from 0 to 24. 13 The higher the
score, the greater the possibility the individual will fall
asleep during the daytime prior to administering the
questionnaire, the participants were explained regarding
the purpose of study and were also informed that

participation or otherwise in this study will not affect
the relationship with either the researcher or the
institution in which they are studying. License for the
use of Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS-United
States/English-Version
of
16
Jan
15-Mapi,
ID037309/ESS_AU10_eng_US1.doc.) and the consent
from the study subjects who are willing to participate
was obtained. After obtaining the consent they were
divided into groups of 35 each and were made to sit in
such a way that copying and discussion is not possible.
The students were also informed not to mention their
name in the form so that they feel free to give true
information. The returned questionnaires were checked
for completeness.
Interpretation of ESS:
0-5: Lower normal daytime sleepiness
6-10: Higher normal day time sleepiness
11-12: Mild excessive daytime sleepiness
13-15: Moderate excessive daytime sleepiness
16-24: Severe excessive day time sleepiness17
Results
The data was expressed as percentage. Out of 130
students, 55 students reported to have day time
sleepiness.

Table 1: Grading of epworth sleepiness score
Grading
Lower normal day time sleepiness(LNDS)
Higher normal day time sleepiness (HNDS)
Mild excessive day time sleepiness(MEDS)
Moderate excessive day time sleepiness (MoEDS)
Severe excessive day time sleepiness (SEDS)
Graph 1: Percentage distribution of students based
on Epworth sleepiness score

Number
11
65
31
21
3

Percentage
8
50
24
16
2

Discussion
Sleep is one of our basic needs.It is important for our
physical intellectual and emotional health.3 We all need
sleep so as to work adequately the next day. However,
the unanswered question is, how much sleep do we
need? Sleep researchers do not seem to agree on how
much we should sleep. With the new civilization, sleep
restriction has become a global problem. Most young
adults report sleeping on average approximately 7.5 h a
night on weekday nights and slightly longer, 8.5 h on
weekends.6 Experiencing somnolence events during the
day is natural. However, the worsening of this behavior
can lead to unsatisfactory levels of sleep and related
disorders, which can be characterized as excessive
daytime sleepiness. According to the literature, both the
difficulty in staying awake and alert during the day, and
the increased subjective perception of sleep need are
characterized as excessive daytime sleepiness. This
disorder results in involuntary naps and lapses during
sleep. Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) is linked to
negative social, professional, and family effects, to a
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decrease in work and school performance, to low
learning outcomes and to reductions in quality of life.
Among pathological conditions EDS is a typical
symptom of sleep disorders such as Obstructive Sleep
Apnoea (OSA), narcolepsy, and idiopathic hypersomnia.
Studies have reported that 2% of women and 4% of men
in the general middle-aged population suffer from
obstructive sleep apnoea.18 The present study
demonstrated the presence of excessive day time
sleepiness in 55 students (45%) where as findings of
Goel N et al showed that 10%, Bahamman A S et al
showed that 22.4% and Zailinawati AH et al. showed
that 35% of students had excessive day time
sleepiness.5,19,20 The results of the present study is
alarming as the percentage subjects with day time
sleepiness has increased compared to previous studies.
This increased prevalence of sleepiness in recent times
may be due the change in the sleep habits.
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10.

Conclusion
Since a strong relationship is evident between good
sleep quality and high academic performance.1
Measures to improve the sleep quality among medical
students need to be focused. Measures like promoting
living environment, providing health education on
proper sleep hygiene and better schedulingof lectures
are highly recommended for improvement in their
academic performance.
Limitations of our Study: ESS is only a subjective
method that can be used for EDS diagnosis,18 and does
not act as a gold-standard test, so the prevalence of
EDS found in this study might be overestimated. The
diagnosis of EDS should be further validated by
objective methods such as polysomnography. Also the
sample population selected is restricted to first MBBS
students. Further studies involving medical students of
all phases and medical students of different medical
colleges is required for knowing their sleep habits.
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